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This paper is an outgrowth of an attempt to establish a
factual basis for the orthodoxviewpointon Jevons' hypothesis concerningbusinesscycles and sunspots. As the investigation progressed,it was found necessaryto widenits scope;
1. The investigation was made with the aid of two grants from the
Committee on Research in the Social Sciences of Harvard University.
We are indebted to Mr. Edgar Lawrence Smith of New York City for
friendly encouragementand wise counsel. Dr. M. J. Fields of Harvard
also rendered valuable assistance.
Dr Mata is responsiblefor the idea upon which the investigation is
based, for the bulk of the research, the charts and the report to the
Committee. Dr. Shaffnercollaborated in outlining the original project
and in the preparation of this paper, which is based on the report.
This article represents a preliminary examination of certain phases
of the subject which, along with other aspects of the question, will be
treated in greater detail in a forthcoming book by the present writers.
1
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and the results, while in one way they confirmthe orthodox
viewpoint,indicatethat the last wordon the generalsubject
has not yet been said. The presentarticleis to be considered
as a provisionalreportonly, now publishedto suggest possibilities of furtherresearchand as a means of inviting criticism and suggestions. It is in no sense offered as final or
conclusive.
For more than half a century orthodox economists preferredto treat the Jevonian hypothesis more as an intellectual speculationthan as a scientifictheory. Tho the theory
has recently gained so much attention that economistshave
not been able to ignoreit completely,it was not difficultto
prove that the supposed close relation between the solar
cycle and agriculturalfluctuationsdid not in fact exist. But
whenthe analysiswas extendedto economicphenomenaother
than agricultural fluctuations, the evidence disclosed a
resemblancebetweenthe solar cycle and businessactivity so
close as to commandseriousconsideration. Indeed, this evidence was so strikingthat we thought it necessaryto conduct further investigations to prove the resemblanceaccidental. In this we were unsuccessful,and thereforewe were
obliged to seek in the literatureof solar-terrestrialrelations
all the availablematerialwhich could be used to sustain the
hypothesis of some direct connection between them. This
material, together with all the additionalevidence that we
have been able to dig up in the last two years and some possible interpretationsof it, is submitted herewith.
As is well known by all students of the subject, Jevons'
hypothesiswas that the variationin the numberof sunspots
producedcorrespondingvariationsin cropsand that through
this channel business cycles were brought about. Working
on the assumptionthat the sunspot cycle had an established
length of 11.11years, he tried to find a periodicityof similar
length in agriculturalprices. His failureto do so is now well
known and was recognizedat the time even by himself.
There are severalreasonsfor Jevons'lack of success. First
of all, the statistical tools necessaryto treat time series in
such a way as to establishclearlythe length and shape of the
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fluctuationsand their correlationwith other time series had
not then been developed. Furthermore,altho the solar cycle
has been detected clearly in several terrestrialphenomena,
especiallymagnetism,in meteorologicaldata, it can be seen
only by averaging the local variations, which for a given
locality are very much more importantthan the solar cycle.
Takingthe worldas a whole,the solar cycle appearsclearly,2
but it wouldbe difficultto detect it in the BritishIsles, where
the data whichformedthe basis of Jevons' calculationswere
collected.
In his investigations, Jevons went as far back as 1701,
twenty years before the South Sea Bubble, and after a detailed search in old recordshe found evidence of unbroken
periodicityof the moreor less decennialcrises. Countingthe
crises between the "unquestionablecollapses" of 1721 and
1867, he obtained an averageof 10.43 years betweenthem.3
Using other starting points, he found similar periods, and
remarkedon the striking coincidencebetween that figure
and the averageof 10.45 years which he sought to assign to
the sunspot cycle. But he could "see no reason why the
humanmind, in its own spontaneousaction, should select a
periodof just 10.44years to vary in... ." Someoutsidephenomenonrelated to the solar cycle, he continued,was timing
the industrialwaves so as to make them fall in line with the
solar period.
Jevons, tho unsuccessful,was truly aheadof his time. He
regrettedthat the astrophysicistswere dependingon a value
of the solar "constant" made by Pouillet in 1837,instead of
making daily measurementsto find out if the "constant"
varied.4 The astrophysicistsdid not suspect such variability
until the measurementsof Langley in 1903; and only after
2. Tho mixed with the effect of other worldwide terrestrial phenomena.
3. Jevons, W. S., Investigations in Currency and Finance, p. 215
(the paper on "The Periodicity of CommercialCrises and its Physical
Explanation," read at the meeting of the British Association on August
19, 1878).
4. Op. cit., p. 234. Altho Jevons was the only economist to expound
a well-rounded theory of the connection between solar and business
fluctuations,his studies werein part anticipated by Sir WilliamHerschel
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1919were daily recordskept by the SmithsonianInstitution
which allowed Dr. C. G. Abbot in later years to
provethe true variabilityof the so-calledsolar" constant" of
radiation.'
The solarhypothesisof businesscycles thus remainstoday
moreor less in the samestatus that it was in 1882,at the time
of Jevons' death. But other theories are commonlycited in
textbooks in connectionwith the Jevonian hypothesis. Of
these we shallmentiononly those that offera cosmicexplanation, the investigationsthat refer simply to the connection
between crops and business cycles being left for discussion
later.
The first of these is ProfessorH. L. Moore's theory, expounded in 1914 and elaboratedin his book published in
1923.6 It is foundedon his discoveryof an 8-yearcycle in the
annualrainfallin the United States from 1881 to 1921, correlatedwith identicalcycles discoveredpreviouslyin a much
longerrecordof rainfallin the OhioValley, and corroborated
by a somewhat similar cycle in English wholesale prices.
ProfessorMoore's theory is that "a known natural cause
originatesan agriculturalcycle whichin turn generatesother
economiccycles,"the naturalcausebeingthe lapse of 8 years
betweenthe returnto "the maximumapproachto a straight
line" in the periodic conjunctionsof the earth and Venus
with the sun.7 This, he maintains,is the origin of the agricultural8-year cycle generatedwith the businesscycle.
Withoutenteringinto the debatablemeritsof the harmonic
analysisemployedby ProfessorMoore, we merely note that
one of the most importantlinks in Moore'sreasoningis his
transitionfrom agriculturalpricesto generalbusinessseries.
Concerningthis, we may quotethe conclusionsof Dr. Warren
-records

in 1801, and influenced by Heinrich Schwabe's discovery in 1847 that
sunspots moved in cycles.
5. "Annals of the Astrophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian
Institution, " Washington, 1932, vol. v, p. 2. The present investigation
owes much, at various points, to the pioneering work of Dr. Abbot
6. Henry L. Moore. Economic Cycles, Their Law and Cause, New
York, 1914; and Generating Economic Cycles, New York, 1923.
7. Ibid., p. 97.
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M. Persons, the result of a careful statistical study. "We
have found, then, that the productionand prices of agricultural commoditiesdo not exhibit cyclicalor wave-likemovements such as appearin the changesof generalbusinessconditions and of the generalcommoditypricelevel, but rather
show oscillatory year-to-year fluctuations." Furthermore,
there are many logical reasons for denying the relation, at
least in the large industrialcountries.
The assumptionis that the solar influenceis felt in the
variationof the yields. But Dr. W. M. Personshas demonstratedthat while there is extremelyhigh correlation(+.92)
betweenyields and physicalproductionof cropsin the United
States, the correlationbetweenphysicalproductionand total
values is almost nil (-.04).8

Hence the argument that the

variationof yields affectsthe purchasingpowerof the farmer
is not true, for the simple reasonthat the law of supply and
demandtakes careof that. Perhapsin agriculturalcountries
in which prices are regulatedby the world market (for example, Australiaor Argentina)it would be possibleto maintain that a high yield in the year's cropscan bringprosperity
to the wholecountry. The Americanfarmerknowswell, however, that bumpercropssometimesbringpricesso low that all
the earning margin is gone, and he cannot even pay the
expensesof harvestingthe grain.9
Much more interestingfrom our point of view in the researchon Jevons' theoryis ProfessorEllsworthHuntington's
theory, because of its new approachin the search for the
"missing link" between solar variation and business fluctuations. He thinks that the relation is an indirect one,
8. W. M. Persons, Forecasting Business Cycles, New York, 1931,
p. 193.
9. Jevons' son has lately published an article restating the whole
theory, in the Journalof the Royal Statistical Society, vol. xcvi, Part iv,
1933, p. 545. In this he quotes an article published in 1917 in the
Indian Journal of Economics, in which a list of crises since 1670 is recorded with a frequency distribution which looks similar to the "sunspot cycle"; but the same arguments about the importance of crops
in economic life are repeated, without new proofs of the existence of
the solar cycle in crop data. Thereforethe theory remains in the same
situation as before. This new article of Jevons' son, however, admits
and stresses the necessity of more research in the field.
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operatingthrough an influenceof solar radiationon health
and of health on business. "Business cycles," he writes,
" appearto dependlargelyon the mental attitude of the community; and the mental attitude dependson health."'
That business cycles depend on mental attitude can be
accepted; but Huntington's proof that the mental attitude
dependsupon health is not convincing,becausehe based his
statistical correlationon variouslags. He found the following ones:1 year between health and mental power
1 year between health and school attendance
3 years between health and New York bank clearings
4 years between health and general business
4 years between health and national bank deposits
5 years between health and immigration

As Sorokin has said of Huntington's theory, "The use of
elastic 'lags,' which shorten and lengthen accordingto the
requirementsof the problem, can make correlationswhere
none exist."3 Since Huntingtonuses death rates invertedas
a health index (a procedurein itself open to discussion),4it is
possible through adequate lags to prove statistically the
reverse, i.e. that bank deposits, immigrationand business
precededeath rates.
Summingup, we may state that in the economicfield the
present status of the solar hypothesis of the business cycle
is as follows:
First, the fact of a correlationbetweenthe solarcycle series
and a business cycle series has not yet been established
throughstatistical methods.
Second, the logical reason for a connectionhas not been
found. There is still a "missing link," as Jevons said. The
explanations through weather and crops have not been
proved sound, and the same can be said of the explanations
1. E. Huntington, World-Powerand Evolution, New Haven, 1920,
p. 29.
2. Op. cit., p. 36.
3. P. Sorokin, Contemporary Sociological Theories, New York,
1928, p. 127.
4. Sorokin,ibid., p. 140
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through the effect of meteorologicalphenomenaon human
health.
Duringthe periodof morethan fifty yearssincethe original
investigation of Jevons, astronomical knowledge of solar
radiationhas advancedenormously,particularlyin the last
two decades.5 The use of the spectroscopeenabled Hale, in
1908, to make the important discovery that sunspots form
magneticfields, and the fact that they shoot electronsto the
earth preparedthe way for a morelogical explanationof the
relationbetween solar and terrestrialphenomena.
In 1919 the SmithsonianInstitution began to keep daily
recordsof the amountof solarenergythat reachesthe earth,
at stations which were establishedin appropriatelocations
throughout the world; and since 1924 the Mount Wilson
Observatoryhas kept recordsof the variationsof the ultraviolet light received from the sun. Both phenomenahave
been found to move in cycles, and this confirmsthe proposition that there is an actual variabilityin the sun's radiation.
The solarcycle has beenascertainedin many othermanifestations of solar activity - the shape of the corona,the area of
the "faculae" or "bright" spots, the prominencesin the
sun's limb, and other phenomena.
Recently it has been noticed that a close relationship
appears to exist between this solar cycle and various terrestrial phenomena. Among these may be mentioned the
establishedconnectionbetweenthe solarcycle and variations
in the earth's magnetic field6- the timing of magnetic
storms,the state of radioreception,'the thicknessof the skin
of fur-bearinganimals, the thicknessof tree rings.8 Further
5. All the facts about solar astrophysics quoted in this paper, except
those specifically acknowledged, have been taken from the authoritative source, Handbuch der Astrophysik, J. Springer, Berlin, 1929,
vol. iv.

6. A study of this subject covering the period 1873-1902 is to be
found in Monthly Notices of the Royal AstronomicalSociety, vol. 63,
p. 462.
7. Stetson, H. T., "Solar Activity and Radio Reception," Monthly
Weather Review, January, 1933, p. 1.
8. The data on this, discovered by Douglass, extend back for over
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relationshipsbetween the solar cycle and terrestrial phenomenawhich have been claimed to exist but which have
not yet been satisfactorilyproved, could easily be enumerated. The work of the PermanentCommitteeof the InternationalResearchCouncilappointedto furtherthe study of
solar-terrestrialrelationshipswill in the near future probably
throw additionallight upon this whole problem.
With this considerableamount of new data available, it
seemsworthwhileto attempt a freshstatisticalinvestigation
of Jevons' hypothesis. We have not only better and more
completeastronomicaldata, but alsomoreaccurateeconomic
measurements,and particularlythe advantage of the statistical technique which has developed so greatly since
Jevons' time.
In the firstplace,we findthat it is not possibleto rely on an
exact figurefor the lengthof the sunspotcycle, as Jevons did.
There is no exact "period." Accordingto the Wolfertables
the length has variedin the last three centuries(sincethe discoveryof the existenceof the sunspotsin 1608,whenthe telescope was firstused by Galileo)between8.2 and 15 years, as
counted from minimum to minimum. The arithmetical
average from 1610 to 1913 is 11.215.9 Accordingto a statistical investigation of the problemby G. U. Yule,' there
seemsto be no secondaryperiod,and the frequencydistribution is similarto that of a pendulumdisturbedby random
impulses. Using the crude data available for the period
1749-1924, he obtained, by the harmonic formula, 10.08
years and, by the regressionequation, 10.60years. Employing graduateddata and the same methods, he obtained the
values of 11.03 and 11.164years, respectively.
C. G. Abbot believesthat the true periodis probably22.6
1,000 years. See the compilation QuaternaryClimates, CarnegieInstitution, Washington, 1925.
9

Handbuch . . . , loc. cit., p. 99. Solar cycles are more clearly

defined by taking data of minima activity than they are by resort
to maxima
1. "On a method of investigating periodicities in disturbedseries
with special referenceto Wolfer's sunspot numbers,"by G. Udny Yule,
Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., 1927, vol. 226, p. 267.
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years, betweentwo minimaof identicalelectricalnature (the
interveningminima not being clearly fixed). He shows that
for the last century- the periodfor which we have reliable
data - the deviationsfrom the 22.6-yearperiod have been
less than 0.7 year.2 On the other hand, H. W. Cloughis of
the opinionthat the variationsin the amplitudeof the period
are consistentand show severalcyclesof 37, 83 and 300 years.
He offersevidence which dates back to 300 A.D., based on
recordsof the auroraborealis,and findsa "normal"value for
the periodof 11.067years.3
From all this evidenceit is clearthat no harmonicanalysis
or other method based on an assumedfixed periodshouldbe
used in this investigation. Nor is the methodused by Jevons
of "counting" the panics and obtaining an average length
adequate, because there is no exact average for the solar
cycle, and it is difficultto detect all the definitedepressions,
as well as the actuallow points of the economiccurves,which
shouldbe counted. Furthermore,even if an averageis found
exactly similarto the solaraverage,the relationshipwouldbe
nonexistentif the "tops" and "bottoms" of the individual
business cycles showed a disagreementwith the highly variable ones of the solar cycle.
Probably the best method is to correlatethe time series
of sunspots or other solar phenomenaand the time series of
economicactivity over the same period.
Followingthis method, we have chosen the solar data of
the Greenwichand KodaikanalObservatories,publishedby
the Royal AstronomicalSociety. They are the most reliable
sources because they consist of daily measurementstaken
from photographsof the area of the sunspots, measuredin
millionthsof the solar visible hemisphereand given in mean
daily averages. It is true that these data go back only to
1874,whereasthe "sunspotnumbers"of Wolferare available
since 1749;but Wolfer'slater ones are moreor less arbitrarily
2. Reports of the Conference on Cycles, Carnegie Institute, Washington, 1929, p. 47.
3. "The 11-yearsunspot period, secularperiodsof solar activity, and
synchronous variations in terrestrial phenomena," by H. W. Clough,
Monthly Weather Review, Washington, April, 1933, p. 99.
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measured by a formula which combined groups with the
numberof spots, and the data for the years previousto 1833
are not the result of systematicobservations.4Otherreasons
for using the Greenwichobservationsare that they publish
similardata for the area of the faculae (or "bright" spots in
the solar surface)which, varying for the same cycle, will be
usefulfor us as anotherindexto check;and that the economic
data of Americanbusinesspreviousto 1874 are not as complete as the data since that time. And a final reasonis that
henceforthwe shall deal entirely with facts subsequent to
the Jevdnsinvestigation.
For the economicdata we shall use firstthe index compiled
by Dr. W. M. Persons, not only because it covers exactly
the same period but because it gives partial indices- of
crops, minerals and manufactures- which are especially
usefulfor our purposes. It is to be addedthat as regardsthe
annualdata with whichwe aredealingthereis little difference
betweenthe variousauthoritativeyearly indicesof American
businessactivity; severalof these have beentriedgraphically,
with substantiallythe same results.
Dr. W. M. Personshas demonstratedthat the indexof the
physical production of crops corresponds closely to the
changesof yield per acre (the correlationof the changesfrom
year to year reaches the high figure of +.92).5 Therefore
this is a good index to use in the investigation to find out
whetherthe solarcycle affectsthe total amountof production
of cropsin the United States. Sincethe purposeof the investigation was to test the Jevonian assumptionof the existence
of an 11-yearcycle in both phenomena,and since this cycle
can be hidden behind year-to-year fluctuations, and since
Personshas noted that sharpyear-to-yearfluctuationsare a
clearfeatureof the indexof crops,6the necessityof smoothing
the data is evident. A 3-, 4-, or 5-yearmoving averagewould
have been a simple method to employ, but this method
4. See W. J. S. Lockyer, "The SolarActivity 1833-1900," in Monthly
Notices Royal Astronomical Society, vol. 61, p. 43.
5. Warren M. Persons, Forecasting Business Cycles, New York,
1931, p. 192.

6. Op.cit., p. 193.
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involves the prejudiceof assumingthe existence of a 3-, 4-,
or 5-year cycle, and will not correctly reveal the turning
points. This defect has been analyzedby Dr .F. R. Macaulay
in his pioneeringbook.7 Following Macaulay's suggestion,
we have used a weighted moving average of seven terms
whose "graduationweight diagram"shows a smooth curve
roughly comparable with the ones of Macaulay.8 The
formulais
9
d a+3b+5c+6d+5e+3f+g
24
The comparisonof the two curves appearsin Chart I, in
which the actual data and the smoothed values are both
pictured. The absence of correlationbetween the cycles of
the solarcurveand the smoothedline of the variationof crops
appearsso clearlythat it has not been considerednecessary
to calculatethe coefficientof correlation.
The results of the graduationof the crop figuresare interesting, because they not only show the nonexistenceof a
definite cycle correspondingto the solar cycle but also evidence of fluctuations which have been detected by other
investigators. Somethinglike a pronouncedwave is apparent. The graduatedline crossesthe normalline downwardin
1885-86 and in 1919-20, i.e. 34 years apart. This long cycle
of 33 or 35 years is quite obvious in the chart, altho the
length cannot be determinedwith exactness, owing to the
shortness of the period considered. This is evidently the
so-called BrUcknercycle' that has been found in so many
7. F. R. Macaulay, The Smoothing of Time Series, New York, 1931.
8. Ibid., pp. 77-79. We cannot use more terms without interfering
with the 11-year periodicity.
9. From a practical point of view this method has the advantage that
it can be used by taking a 4-year moving average of a 3-year moving
average of a 2-year moving average, and this is very important in an
investigation like the present one in which so many curves must be
tested.
1. E. Brickner, Professor of Geography at the University of Bern,
discoveredit in 1890 when studying the recordsof the level of lakes without outlets. The oscillations were found in all the lakes consideredand
were alike (the lakes were distributed in the five continents). The
averagefor them, from 1020 to 1890, was 34.8 years (but the individual
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agriculturalseries and in other terrestrialphenomena. The
last maximumyear given by BrUckneras "wet and cold or
wet or cold" was 1880, and this figureagreesapproximately
with our graduated curve, since the top of it was about
that date.
This result coincideswith the findingsof Moore, referred
to above. He notes that a 3313-year cycle is predominant,
and we know that the length of the BrUcknercycle is quite
variable.'

In addition to this wave, our curve shows five cycles of
6, 6, 8, 8 and 8 years, starting in 1881 and ending in 1917,
making an average of 7.2 years. At the end of the curve,
however, there is no definite cycle. Probably this kind of
fluctuationis the same as that referredto by Moore as an
8-year cycle, and by Cloughas a 7-year cycle.3
Persons'index of the physicalproductionof manufactures,
after the samesmoothingprocessused previouslyfor the crop
index, showed a surprising result. Five cycles appeared
clearly betweenthe actual bottomsof 1876and 1932,making
cycles varied from 20 to 50 years). See Sir Richard Gregory's"Weather
Recurrencesand Weather Cycles," in Monthly Weather Review, December, 1930, p. 485.
2. Several attempts have been made to correlate the BrUckner
cycle with solar activity. See "Notes on Lake Levels," by J. W.
Shuman, in Monthly Weather Review, March, 1931, p. 97; and "The
Solar Activity 1833-1900, " by W. J. Lockyer,in Monthly Notices of the
Royal Astronomical Society, vol. 61, p. 43. We made an investigation
about the possibility of a directcorrelation of the secular trend of the
sunspot series (as shown by an 11-year moving average of the sunspot
numbers, 1749-1933) with the "long waves" of the economic series.
The result was negative. The solar secular cycle shows something like
two waves with bottoms around 1810 and 1900. A graphic comparison
with wholesale prices in England showed some agreement until 1870,
but no correlation afterwards. Similar results were obtained with the
curve of the price of British consols for the whole period. The main
solar secular cycle seems to have a length of about 80 years, and therefore cannot be correlated with the "Kondratieff" cycle of about 50
years. It is interesting to note that this 50-year cycle in economics was
cited by Jevons as having been discovered by a Dr. Clarke in 1847.
See Investigations . . ., p. 223.
3. H. W. Clough, "An approximate seven-year period in terrestrial
weather, with solar correlation,"in Monthly Weather Review, October,
1920.
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an averageof 11.20 years. The averageof the last five sunspot cycles (not countingthe presentminimum,which is not
yet clearlyestablished)is 11.16years. But a graphiccorrelation of both curves (see Chart II) showedthat the correlation
should be inverse, i.e. increase of sunspots correlatingwith
decreasein business. The main explanationis in the known
fact that the solar cycle takes longerto fall than to rise; and
the 11-year business cycles of our smoothed curve showed
clearly a rise much slower and longer than the fall in the
depression periods. A graphic comparisonwith the solar
curve inverted showed, nevertheless,that to get a high correlationthroughagreementof tops and bottoms a lag of three
or more years was necessary,i.e. the solar curve three years
ahead of the business curve. The necessity of introducing
such a long lag to producethe best correlationseemed to us
more an indicationof the correlation'sbeing accidentalthan
a proof of the true relationshipbetween both curves. Notwithstandingthis, the fact that the varyinglength of the five
individual solar cycles showed individual resemblancesto
those of the respectivebusinesscycles was a strongargument
against closing the investigation at this stage. The other
solar curveof the Greenwichrecordswas used, with a similar
result, i.e. the solar faculae, when inverted,showedthe same
relationshipand the same lag.
The curvesof solarvariationso far consideredare those of
the variations as seen in the sun. The possibility of a differenttimingof the variationof the solarcycle as receivedon
the earthwas sought. The variationsof the solarradiationas
measuredby the Observatoriesof the SmithsonianInstitution are availablesince 1919, and altho they show clearlythe
11-yearcycle the timing is not the same as that of the sunspots. Accordingto Dr. Abbot,underwhosesupervisionthese
observationswere made, "as indicated by all our observations, the solar radiationrises to a maximumwith medium
sunspot numbers and declines thereafter as sunspots increase."4This is exactly the same behavioras that observed
4. Report of the Conferences on Cycles, Washington, 1929, p. 75.
This difference in timing between the sunspot curve and other solar
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in the correlationbetweenthe sunspotcurveand the business
curve. A long record of solar-radiationobservationsis not
available, and therefore a test for the whole period is not
possible. But since the kind of relation describedby Dr.
Abbot as existing between the sunspot curve and the solar
radiationis more or less a descriptionof the behaviorof a
first-differencecurve in relationto the curve of the original
data, we constructeda curveof the yearly changesof the area
of the solar spots. After this curve was smoothedin a way
similarto that of the economiccurve, and both were plotted
togetherwithout the aid of a lag, and the zerolines made to
coincidewithout changesin the scales,the results werestriking. The relationship,as shownon ChartIII, is much higher
than was expected, because the shape of all five individual
cycles is surprisinglyclose. If this is an accidentalrelation,
it is probablya most unusual example of it.
When the curve of the first-differencesof the solar-faculae
series was constructed,it showed the same results, and the
correlationwith businessremainedas before, as can be seen
also in Chart III.5
The same investigation was made regardingthe index of
physical productionof minerals,whichtogether with that of
crops and manufacturesforms Dr. W. M. Persons'index of
physicalproductionin the United States. The three indexes,
comparedwith the solarcycle, may be seen in ChartIV.6 The
chart shows clearly the surprisingfact that there is no correlationbetweenthe solar cycle and the fluctuationof crops,
but that there is a close correlationbetween the solar cycle
and the otherindexesof physicalproduction. The coefficient
terrestrial curves had been shown graphically by F. H. Bigelow in
A Treatise on the Sun's Radiation and Other Solar Phenomena, New
York, 1923, 234.
5. The two top curves representthe first differences, and the first
differencessmoothed, of the sunspot areas depicted in Charts I and II.
The two middle curves represent the first differences and the first
differencessmoothed, of solar faculae.
The two bottom curves show the relationship between the sunspot
curve (smoothed) and Persons' index of manufactures (smoothed).
6. Persons' unadjusted data are given in his Forecasting Business
Cycles, pp. 182-183.
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of correlationbetweenthe smoothedcurvesof yearly changes
insunspotsand productionof manufacturesproved to be
+ .6904 .049. Since + 1.00 would indicate absolute agreement the correlationis a high one. It is to be noted also that
the probableerroris very small.
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As the correlation is so surprising, another kind of comparison was devised as a check. With Persons' data we have
constructed an index that includes total physical production,
excepting crops (using Persons' weights: Manufactures, 56;
Minerals, 8). Starting on the assumption of the existence of
something like a 31 - to 4-year cycle in business series, which
so many investigators have found,7 it is clear that a 4-year
moving average will eliminate that kind of fluctuation, and
all the other longer cycles ought to remain. When that was
done and the resulting curve was plotted with the solar curve,
the same clear correlation between the increase and decrease
in sunspots and the business cycle was revealed.' This may
be seen in Chart V.
As a further step without regard to smoothing, we took
the actual figures of this total index of physical production
(excluding crops)9 and compared it with the yearly changes
of the areas of solar faculae, which are a better solar index for
uses without smoothing than are sunspots, because the
faculae areas are twice as large as the spots. The results are
shown in Chart VI. Notwithstanding thefact that for logical
reasons a first-difference curve is usually subject to sharp
fluctuations from year to year which simple smoothing can
average out, the crude data of the graph show that the relation is plainly visible without any mathematical manipulation. It is interesting to note that the solar curve reaches in
the last decline, 1929-30, the lowest point of the entire 56year period.
We have not found in the astrophysical literature references
to this cycle of the yearly changes of solar phenomena, but
Dr. Bauer of the Carnegie Institution is reported to have said
that "as a combined result of his investigations to date, he
found that, in general, the most successful measure of solar
activity, especially when comparisons between solar and ter7. See W. C. Mitchell, Business Cycles, New York, 1927, pp. 344
and 385.
8. The coefficient of correlationremained high- + 644 i .055.
9. The Persons "Total" indexes could not be used here because, as
we have seen, they include crop fluctuations which are quite different
from those of non-agriculturalproduction.
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restrialdata areattemptedforsmallerintervalsthan a yeara month, let us say - is a quantity indicativeof the amount
of variabilityof sunspottednessduringa given period."' It is
curiousthat our graphsshow the best correlationwith curves
of sunspotvariability,tho yearly instead of monthly.
Another attempt was made, with an entirely different
method,to test the existenceof this curiousdirectcorrelation
of the solar cycle with the productionof manufacturescuriousbecauseit appearsregardlessof the fact that thereis
no clear connectioneither of the solar cycle with cropsor of
the crop cycle with the businesscycle.
The clearestsign of the existence of a cycle in the sun is
the so-called"SpoererLaw" of the variationof the latitude
of the sunspots. Instead of a curve being formedby a variability that increasesand decreases,like the total amountof
spots, the latitude measurementsare brokenwith the beginning of a new cycle every 11 years. In other words, at the
beginningof the cycle the spots are distributedin two belts,
between 20? and 400 latitude at both sides of the equator.
Then duringthe whole solar period they appear each year
nearerto the equator, and at the end of the periodthey are
centered around it at about 60 on either side. (The actual
equatorseldom has spots). Then the new cycle is suddenly
announcedby the appearanceof new spots (with reversed
electricalpolarity) at about 400; and, as the spots of the old
cycle near the equator disappear,the two belts of the new
cycle are being formedin the higherlatitudes.2
With this phenomenonin mind, a frequencydistribution
was made of the yearly figuresof the index of physical production of manufactures,3accordingto the mean latitude of
1. Reports of the Conferences on Cycles, Washington, 1929, p. 17
(italics are Dr. Bauer's).
2. Similar phenomena occur with the faculae, altho the latitudes are
different. This law is perfectly portrayed in the so-called "butterfly
diagram," in which sunspots are plotted in relation to time and latitude. See Handbuch ..., quoted above, vol. 4, p. 98.
3. We have preferred to use this index and not the one of total
production, in order to exclude the crop phenomena,which, as we have
seen, fluctuate without direct relation to the solar cycle.
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the sunspots during the year (given by the Greenwich
records). See Chart VII. The results -arranged
in three
columns to cover prosperity (index over 105), normal times
(index 95 to 105) and depression (index below 95) - are
as follows:

Latitude of
sunspots

Above
190 to
170 to
150 to

210

20.99?
18.99?
16.99?

130to 14.99?
110to 12.99?
90

NUMBER OF YEARS (FOR PERIOD 1875-1932)
IN WHICH THE INDEX OF MANUFACTURES WAS:
Normal
Low
High
Percentage
(Over 105)
(Below 95)
of (A) in total
(95-105)

(A)

(B)

(C)

1
3
4
2

2
1
2
2

2

20
75
66
50

4
1

2
3

3
2

44
17

9
4

4
6
1

0
0
0

to 10.990

70 to 8.990
Below 70

As can be seen from the last column, the percentages show,
with the exception of the first one, a consistent law. It may
be noted that the years which have an average latitude of
sunspots of more than 210 are the rare years in which spots in
higher latitudes of a new cycle are averaged with the lower
latitudes of the dying old cycle; hence the mean value is a
somewhat artificial figure.
In a more condensed form the same results are tabulated in
the following table, according to the years in which the latitudes of the spots were above or below the mean latitude for
the whole period, which proved to be 12.50. See Chart VIIb.
DISTRIBUTION OF THE YEARLY INDICES
OF PRODUCTION OF MANUFACTURES, 1874-1932
Years with the
Years with the
Number of
index below
Mean latitude
index above
of sunspots

Above 12.50
Below 12.50

years

29
29

normal

20
9

normal

9
20

There seems, therefore, to be some relation between the
existence of sunspots (or rather of disturbed focus of solar
activity, as the faculae and other phenomena follow the
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Sp6ererLaw) nearthe equatorand times of depression. It is
generally accepted that the electrical corpusclesshot away
by the solar vortex formedby the spots have a tendency to
followradialstraightlines.4 In the extremecase of following
the radialstraightline only, we findthat only the spots in the
zone below 70 15' aroundthe solar equator could affect the
earth, because those are the limits of the inclinationof the
earth's orbit in relation to the solar equatorialplane. This
hypotheticalcase is cited here merely to stress the fact that
the spots in lower latitudes ought to affect the earth more
strongly than the others;5and because the precedingtable
showsthat the appearanceof spots in lowerlatitudesis somewhat associated with depressions,and their absence with
prosperityin business.
Followingthis idea as a workinghypothesis, we made a
tabulation of the area of the sunspots as given daily in the
GreenwichHeliographicResults, by degreesof latitude for
the period 1902-31.1 This enabled us to have a complete
record (precedingtabulations were available only to 1902)7
for the purposeof statisticallydelimitinga centralzonewhose
curve of spottedness showed a direct correlationwith the
businesscurveswithout the aid of lags, which was necessary
whenthe total of all the zones was taken. The result showed
that such a curvewas possible,and that the lag was reduced
to one year or perhapsless, but that for that the data oughtto
4. S. Chapman, an authority on solar-terrestrialrelationships,thinks
that "probably 90 per cent of the atoms will finally have velocities
inclined at less than 100 of the radius." In Monthly Notices of the Royal
AstronomicalSociety, March, 1932, p. 415.
5. The International Astronomical Union began to publish in 1928
daily data of the sunspots in the central zone "for the research of the
relationships between sun phenomena and certain terrestrial phenomena." For character figures of solar phenomena, see Bulletin, Zurich,
March, 1928.
6. With the assistance of the facilities of the Harvard Astronomical
Laboratory. This investigation represents the continuous labor of one
man over a period of three months.
7. "Mean daily areas of sunspots for each degree of solar latitude
for each year from 1874 to 1902 as measuredby the Royal Obs. Greenwich." Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society. vol. 63,
p. 452.
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be reduced to the absolute minimum limits of +7015' to
- 7015'; and even then the correlation was much smaller than
that obtained with the curve of the yearly changes, mentioned
in previous paragraphs. Given different statistical weights
for the spots according to their distance from the earth's
plane, it would be possible to obtain a closer fit, but this suggestion was not followed because the weights would be somewhat arbitrary, and therefore the results would add very little
to the evidence in hand.
Summing up, we can say that from a statistical point of
view there appears to be a clear correlation between the major
cycles of non-agricultural business activity in the United
States and the solar cycle of 11+ years; but so far we have
been unable to determine whether the best correlation is with
the curve of the total amount of the solar disturbances with
a lag of several years, or with the cycle formed by the yearly
increase or decrease in disturbances in the solar surface(spots,
faculae, etc.) or with the existence or absence of spots pointing
directly to the earth in the solar central zone, or through some
other feature of the solar cycle. From a logical point of view
all the evidence accumulated seems to show that it is hardly
possible to believe that the relations revealed are wholly
accidental. Therefore we are obliged to seek reasons for the
existence of such relations. Some possible hypotheses are
outlined below.
Altho ever since the days of John Mills the psychological explanation of business fluctuations has been outstanding among the many competing theories, it is perhaps
at the present time as much in vogue as ever before, probably
more because of the expositional abilities of its best known
exponent than from any inherent merits which have so far
been found in the theory itself. Recent events have contributed to enhance its popularity. The last depression has converted many people to the school of thought which maintains
that the business cycle is mainly a psychological phenomenon,
that sudden changes in the psychological status of the community accompany the change from prosperity to depression, and vice versa. Professor Pigou, now the standard-
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bearer of this theory, has maintained that because of the
psychological interdependence of business men, an error of
optimism in forecasting the future state of business gradually
spreads and becomes general throughout the business community. When the error is discovered, it generates a reaction
in the form of an error of pessimism, which also rapidly
spreads and leads to the opposite extreme. Reversal of the
process explains, according to Pigou, the return to prosperity
in the cycle.'
In the last few years, however, it has been clear that at
times when there is an abundance of technical features favoring the return of prosperity - easy money, the wearing out of
goods and equipment, government agencies to aid recovery yet revival is impeded by the failure of the public's psychology to react to such favorable external stimuli. This is a
factor that cannot be explained by Pigou's theory. Why do
the psychological factors fail to begin operating when all the
necessary background for their inception is laid out? Why
does the timing of these waves of optimism and pessimism
seem independent of actual business conditions? Why does
recovery, when all seems in readiness, have to wait for some
outside impetus? It is fairly easy in economic theory to
explain how all the features of the business revival engender
one another, once the wave has started, but much more difficult to explain why it sometimes starts unexpectedly at a
given moment and fails to start at times when it logically
ought to.
To reconcile the psychological theory of the business cycle
with the findings of the preceding pages, we need then to
assume that the variations of solar activity affect directly, or
through some terrestrial mechanism, the psychological reactions of human beings. It is not necessary to claim that the
influence is continuous (tho that would not be impossible),
but only that it sets in when the psychological wave of optimism has been well under way for years and has created in
itself all the elements for the next phase of the business cycle;
when, as Pigou says, the boom is at its maximum and the
8. A. C. Pigou, Industrial Fluctuations, London, 1927 and 1929.
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mass psychology at high pitch. Then some great disturbance
of the solar activity can affect mass psychology, which is in a
receptive mood, and can produce a "brainstorm," the start
of the wave of pessimism that, according to Pigou's theory,
will engender in itself all the characteristics of the depression
phase of the business cycle.
The latest investigations of the solar-terrestrial relationships point in this direction. Biology is the last one to be
added to the long list of sciences in which the solar cycle manifests an influence. The correlation between birth and death
rates and the main waves of business fluctuation is a wellknown and established fact in the field of the social sciences.
The usual explanation has always been that business conditions affect demographic phenomena, in other words that the
business cycle is a cause of cycles in vital statistics. But some
doubts have arisen recently about this connection. We have
seen in the preceding discussion of Huntington's theory that
the correlation between business cycles and death-rate cycles
actually exists but is the reverseof the one Huntington thought
logical. Now that we have seen that business cycles follow
the solar cycle, we naturally are inclined to believe that the
"logical" correlation between death rates and business is due
to the fact that the sun is at the same time and by different
channels influencing both phenomena.
With respect to the birth rate the direct correlation existing
with business seems logical; no one can deny that business
affects marriage rates. But this cannot explain the entire
matter, if we are to give credence to a study made not long
ago by M. B. Hexter, who found that the curve of conceptions precededthe fluctuations of business activity. The discovery so bewildered its author that he found no way out of
it other than to suggest that the psychological reaction of
prospective fathers in their daily business was the cause of
the business cycle.9
In animal life some correlations with the solar cycle have
also been known, particularly the one disclosed by the Hudson
9. Maurice B. Hexter, Social Consequences of Business Cycles,
Boston, 1925.
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Bay Company's record of the trapping of rabbits; but it was
generally explained by the physical action of the solar rays on
the vegetable world that feeds the rabbits, and not through a
direct physiological connection.
Perhaps the first observation of direct biological effect' was
the investigation of J. Vallot, Director of the Mont Blanc
Observatory, in collaboration with two physicians.2 According to the report presented by them to the Academy of
Medicine of Paris, they started their investigation after it
was found impossible to explain on meteorological grounds
the sudden changes in the course of chronic illness that they
observed in the hospital. Those "accidents" often happened
to patients without any apparent relation to the previous
cause of the sickness, and at the same time to patients with
very different kinds of diseases.
To investigate the possibility of a cosmic cause, the two
physicians kept a record for nine months of the daily course
of the illness of 237 patients, noting the sudden changes and
classifying them according to their intensity. At the same
time an astronomer took daily observations of the passage of
sunspots through the central meridian of the sun, i.e. when
they pointed directly at the earth. The result of the comparison of the two different sets of observations was that tho there
were sunspots only 29 per cent of the time, 51 per cent of all
the disturbances recorded in the condition of the sick occurred
during this period; and counting only the major disturbances
("accidents aigus"), 72 per cent of them occurred on days
with spots.
1. We quote this as the first investigation we know, altho we are
aware that the suggestion of the direct relation between solar activity
and human affairs has been offered by many writers, but in a more or
less literary way without adding individual investigations on the problem. Of them we shall quote the Frenchman Th Moreau in several
publicationsand in various parts of his book, Les Inigmes de la Science,
Paris, 1925; and the Russian Professor Chijevsky, of whose suggestion
of the electric nature of the relationship we shall have something to
say later.
2. "De l'influence des taches solaires sur les accidents aigus des
maladies chroniques,"by J. Vallot, G. Sardou and M. Faure, Bulletin
de l'Academie de Medecine, Paris, 1922, Tome 88, p. 41.
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These researches have been continued in France up to the
present day, and several publications have appeared concerning them. G. Sardou maintains that direct connection has
been detected also in cases of psychical and mental disturbances.3 Dr. Maurice Faure has been so interested lately in
this research that he is now directing an International Institute "pour l'6tude simultan6e des actions solaires et de leurs
effets biologiques."'4
This kind of investigation on biological effects seems to be
retarded by the same difficulty that is holding back other
researches on the daily relationship of solar and terrestrial
phenomena, i.e. that the origin of the solar activity which
produces the disturbances is not known, because sometimes it
is associated with spots and at other times seems to come from
faculae or prominences or invisible disturbances. S. Chapman, in the latest report of the Committee on the Relationship between Solar and Terrestrial Phenomena, sums up the
investigation of the relationship with terrestrial magnetism.
He states that altho the severe magnetic storms are associated with large sunspots, other spots bring no effects; and
that "there must exist on the sun's surface certain restricted
areas - which we have ventured to designate M-regions....
They cause terrestrial magnetic disturbances probably by
emitting well-defined corpuscular streams. Such solar regions
in the individual sense escape the usual astrophysical method
of observation."''
A. Nodon, a French astronomer who has lately been studying those invisible regions (he calls them "foyer electriques"),
has pointed out that their delimitation will solve also the
problem of the biological actions in which he is a believer.
Recently he has stated that he has undertaken an investigation
of the relations of those electrical solar centers with vegetable
phenomena and pathological disturbances in human beings,
3. "L'Effet des Taches Solaires sur l'Homme," by Gaston Sardou;
La Revue Universelle, August, 1929, Paris, p. 244.
4. Cited by A. Nodon. See note 6 infra.
5. International Astronomical Union, Transactions, vol. iv, 1932.
The Committee is maintained by the International Research Council.
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at the University of Bordeau, in collaboration with the biologist, Dr. Cuvier.8
We may now turn to the possibilities of the mechanism of
the relation. If a direct relation exists between the focus of
disturbance on the sun's surface and the biological phenomena
on the earth, it may take several forms. Without being committed to any of them, as the whole subject is outside our
competence, we shall merely point out two possible explanations of the mechanism of the direct relationship, if any,
between solar and human phenomena.
(1) The mechanism of the relationship may be due more or
less to the direct action of the solar rays. Solar radiation is
composed of many different rays, of which the visible light
accounts for less than 40 per cent, the rest being distributed
between the ultraviolet and the infrared.7 While the total
energy of the sun's rays varies only 2Y2 per cent between the
maximum and minimum of the cycle, the variations are
unevenly distributed between different parts of the spectrum.
In the ultraviolet section of the spectrum alone the variations
are so wide that, as contrasted with a maximum variation in
the sun's rays of only 2Y2 per cent, the ultraviolet light
received by the earth from the sun was in September, 1929,
for example, almost 39 per cent greater than it was in June,
1932.8 In some parts of the spectrum in this zone the fluctuation is even greater. C. G. Abbot, a well-known authority
on the subject, says: "Petit, observing with the narrow band
of ultraviolet rays at 3.160 A [316 millimicrons] finds alterations of over 100 per cent in their intensity. This means that
if our eyes were sensitive to such rays alone we should find the
6. "Recherches sur l'action des centres actifs du soleil," by Dr.
Alfred Nodon, in Revue Scientifique, Paris, February, 1934, p. 103.
7. Ultra-Violet Radiation, by M. Luckiesh, New York, 1922, p. 23.
8. This phenomenonis measured by the Mount Wilson Observatory
by the relation between the ultraviolet zone of the spectrum to the
green zone. This ratio was 1.24 in September, 1929, and .89 in June,
1932 As the green zone, being part of the visible part of the spectrum,
varies by less than 2 Y2 per cent, it is used to measure,by comparison,
the variation in the ultraviolet zone. See the quarterly Bulletin for
Character Figures of Solar Phenomena. International Astronomical
Union, Eidgen Sternwarte, Zurich.
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sun's surface twice as bright at some times as at others."9
The relation between the sunspots and the ultraviolet ray
fluctuations has sometimes been explained by the effect of the
electrical particles emanating from the sunspots. As they
reach the higher zones of our atmosphere and strike oxygen
atoms, they form ozone; and this layer of ozone (the wellknown Heaviside-Kennelly layer which, acting as a reflector,
makes long-distance radio transmission possible) acts as a
screen, absorbing the ultraviolet rays of less than 290 millimicrons of wave length, thus preventing access to the earth's
surface of part of the longer ultraviolet rays. Thus the number of sunspots makes a great difference in the ozone layer,
and controls the amount of ultraviolet rays that reach us. In
some periods a clear correlation between the sunspot curve
and the ultraviolet fluctuations is apparent.'
C. G. Abbot has emphasized the importance of the control
of this ray by the ozone layer, stating that if the ultraviolet
rays of less than 290 millimicrons were allowed to reach us,
they would destroy human sight and tissues, while if the
screening effect extended to the rays of 320 millimicrons,
human and animal young would languish with the enfeebling
disease of rickets.2 But it is also true that this part of the
solar radiation is easily absorbed by fog and smoke. There is
a possibility of its action in the ionization of the atmosphere,
and, according to an investigation by the Harvard School of
Public Health, an experimental changing of the quantity of
ions in the air absorbed resulted in records of agreeable or
disagreeable sensations, depending upon the electrical charge
of the ions.3 But as the research was done with ionizations
far greater than normal atmospheric values, perhaps its only
value for our purposes is that it is indicative of a possibility.
The other possibility of an indirect action of the ultraviolet
9. Smithsonian Institution, Annual Report, 1927, p. 163.
1. "Measurements of Ultra-Violet Solar Radiation," by E. Petit in
the Astrophysical Journal, vol. 75, p. 193.
2. Smithsonian Institution, Annual Report, Washington, 1927, p.163.
3. C. P. Yaglou, A. D. Brandt and L. C. Benjamin, Physiologic
Changes during Exposure to Ionized Air. Result of research conducted
at Harvard University School of Public Health, Boston, 1933, p. 7.
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rays is the one suggested by Abbot. "Ultraviolet rays produce certain changes of chemical structure in fats and oils
which are the source of those traces of hormones so extraordinarily important, all out of proportion to their infinitesimal
occurrence in the growth and health of animals."4
The rays of the other part of the spectrum, infrared and
heat, tho they have more penetrative force, fluctuate very
little during the solar cycle. But experiments have been
conducted lately in England, by Sir Leonard Hill, upon the
psychological effect of the infrared rays.
(2) The mechanism of the relation can be of an electrical
nature, and a more or less direct one. It is known that one
of the clearer terrestrial effects of the solar variation is found
in a cycle of similar length in the magnetic activity of the
earth. The effect of the severe magnetic storms associated
with the appearance of large sunspots upon telegraphic wires
and electrical appliances is one of the most clearly established
facts in solar-terrestrial relations.5 The suggestion of a direct
electrical effect upon human beings has perhaps been the
first one to appeal to the men who had thought of the possibility of a direct relationship. Professor Chijevsky of
Moscow University, in a lecture given in Philadelphia in
1927, referred to the possibility of the electrical influence of
sunspots' "upsetting the electromagnetic equilibrium of
men," and giving origin to waves of mass psychology.6 A
similar suggestion had been offered in 1925 by Th. Moreau.7
The electrical hypothesis had very little utility, however,
until the existence of electrical currents in the human body
was scientifically proved. This was accomplished in 1929 by
E. D. Adrian, a Nobel Prize winner and the outstanding
researcher in this new field of electrophysiology. His pro4. Smithsonian Institution, loc. cit., p. 163.
5. See F. Sanford, Terrestrial Electricity, Stanford University, 1931,
chapter VI on Magnetic Storms and Solar Activity.
6. Reproduced in The Sunspot, Santa Clara Observatory, California,
March, 1927, vol. 13, No. 2. He published his theory in Russia in 1922,
according to Pitirim Sorokin, Contemporary Sociological Theories, New
York, 1928, p. 126.
7. Th. Moreau, Les Inigmes de la Science, Paris, 1925, p. 42.
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cedure consisted of connecting a severed nerve to strong
amplifying tubes and recordinginstruments. The curious
fact was discoverednot only that the messagescarriedto the
centerswereelectrical,but also that they "are scarcelymore
complexthan a successionof dots in the Morse code."8 For
instance, in an experimenton the nerve of a cat's toe, the
potentialchanges,of the orderof 15 microvolts,wereformed
in any one fiberby wavesof the samekind varyingonly in the
changesof frequencyand durationof the dischargeas they
expressedlight touch, heat, severe pressure,etc.9
Perhapsthe strongestproofwas offeredby the experiment
made in 1930 by E. G. Wever and C. W. Bray. They " connected the auditory nerve with an amplifierand telephones
and they were rewardedby a surprisingresult. Any sound
reachingthe ear was reproducedin the telephones: speech
could be understoodand the speakeridentifiedby his voice
and notes of high as well as low pitch were renderedwithout
distortion. Clearly something was acting as an efficient
microphone,translatingthe sound oscillationsin the cochlea
into electricaloscillationsin the circuit leading to the amplifier."'

The eminent biologist, Sir Leonard E. Hill, admits that
altho the nature of the impulsesremainsundetermined,the
fact seems to be establishedthat the form of energy concernedis electrical.2
Among the hypotheses concerningthe mechanismof the
direct link between solar variation and changes in human
psychology,it is impossiblenow to make a choice. Neither
do we believe that it is possible, until far more evidence is
accumulated,to prove that the social relationshipexists at
all. The only thing now allowableis to treat the conclusions
8. E. D. Adrian, The Mechanism of Nervous Action. Electrical
Studies of the Neurone, Philadelphia,University of Pennsylvania Press,
1932, p. 12.
9. Ibid., p. 8.
1. Ibid., p. 37.
2. Sir Leonard E. Hill, Philosophy of a Biologist, London, 1930,
p. 46.
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of natural science as working hypotheses for our purposes.
On this basis the investigations which are detailed in the
following pages have been carried out.
If we observe Chart VI,3 we see that altho the solar curve
coincides with all the major business depressions, there are
at least two of the short-period business panics - short ones
but sharp - that have no relation to the solar curve. These
are the "rich man's panic" of 1903-04 and the recession of
1913-14. Both occurred when the solar curve was above
normal.4
Curiously enough, these two periods (1903-04 and 1913-14)
coincide with periods of a sharp drop in the earth's average
temperature which has been clearly connected by meteorologists with a diminution of the solar radiation received.
But the link of connection was through an earthly rather
than a solar phenomenon. In May, 1902, the great eruption
of Mount Pelee in the Antilles cast into the upper layers of
the atmosphere thousands of tons of volcanic dust, which,
distributed within a few months around the earth by the
stratospheric winds, remained aloft for many months, reducing considerably the radiation that came from the sun. The
reason for this is that the volcanic dust in the upper atmosphere is thirty times more effective in shutting off solar
radiation than it is in keeping terrestrial radiation in,' thus
producing an inverse greenhouse effect.
H. H. Kimball has published a record of these disturbances
of atmospheric conditions as a result of volcanic eruption, as
reflected in the curve of the readings of the pyrheliometer
(an instrument that measures the total heat of sunshine) at
the stations of the northern hemisphere of the earth. In this
record there is a sharp drop of the pyrheliometric curve at the
3. P. 22.
4. Additional evidence of the absence of connection with the solar
cycle is given by the fact that the mean latitude of the sunspots in those
four years was above 150. We have seen above that of the other fifteen
years, in the sixty-year record of American business, that were associated with similar solar conditions, ten of them were years of prosperity
and the other five normal or near normal.
5. W. J. Humphreys, Physics of the Air, New York, 1929, p. 576.
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end of 1902, remaining low in 1903 and going back to normal
at the beginning of 1905. The next drop of this atmospheric
curve is the one due to the great eruption of Katmai in Japan,
in June, 1912. The curve returns to normal at the end of
1914, and since then it has not noticeably varied.6
The two previous great volcanic eruptions that had a
similar effect on meteorological records were the Krakatoa
eruption of 1883, which made a low in the pyrheliometric
records, centering in 1885, and the eruptions of Mount
Bogoslov and other volcanoes in 1890, which were related to
a low of the meteorological curve at the beginning of 1891.
These dates coincide with the depression of the eighties and
the Baring panic of 1891, which was the beginning of the long
depression of the nineties; but both periods were also lows in
our solar curve, as can be seen in Chart VIII, and the dates
imply nothing inconsistent with the general reasoning. Perhaps the fact that the business curve on our chart came down
in the cycle centering in 1891 before the solar curve and not
later, as in the other cycles, can be traced to this atmospheric
factor. A similar argument can be used to explain the fact
that the business curve makes a low in 1885, a year before
the solar low.
It is interesting to note that since 1917, a period in which
no great eruptions have altered atmospheric conditions, the
business records show a clear case of an 11-year business cycle
between the two bottoms of the depressions in 1921 and
in 1932.
Humphreys cites the year 1815-16 as the best case of volcanic interference with solar radiation. It was the remarkable
"year without summer," and the curve of world temperature
reached the lowest point of the century in 1816, after the
big eruption of Tomboro in the East Indies.7 The amount of
6. H. H. Kimball, "Solar Radiation as a Meteorological Factor," in
Monthly Weather Review, December, 1931, p. 472. In April, 1932, a
great volcanic eruption occurred in the Andes between Argentina and
Chile, and its effect has been noticeable in the measurements of solar
radiation in the southern hemisphere in 1933. But whether its effect
all over the world is comparable to the eruptions cited above is a matter
of speculation until all the world records are analyzed.

7. Op. cit., p. 594.
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material yielded by this eruption has been estimated at 36.4
cubic miles.8 According to the conspectus of Dr. Thorp,9there
was a sharp recession in the United States and in England in
the middle of 1815, and the year 1816 was recorded as
"depression" for the two countries. The next case in the
Humphreys chart is the Cosequina eruption, with a definite
low in the curve in 1837, and again the conspectus shows an
evident recession of business in the two countries during
that year.
All this is mentioned merely as additional evidence for the
solar hypothesis. Many economists have noticed the difference between short "panics" and long "depressions," and
some European economists, such as Bouniatian, have stressed
the importance of studying them apart as different phenomena. In the period considered in our investigation, there
appears to be a correlation of the long depressions with the
11-year solar cycle, and of the short panics with the accidental
drops of the solar radiation received on the earth as a consequence of great volcanic eruptions; furthermore, in some
cases the combination of both actions may explain longer
depressions.
We may turn now to the idea of Warren M. Persons and his
Harvard associates concerning the lag between speculation
and business. In the cases of the "rich man's panic" of 1903
and the 1913 panic, the action of the meteorological curve
was analyzed in detail in relation to the A, B and C Harvard
curves (see Chart IX). According to the Kimball chart,' the
pyrheliometric curve began its downward course in the middle
of 1902, several months after the eruption, and reached its
lowest point in the first quarter of 1903, then recovered and
returned to normal at the beginning of 1905. The Harvard A
curve began its drop in the last quarter of 1902,2and remained
8. G. W. Tyrrell, Volcanoes, London, 1931, P. 91.
9. W. L. Thorp, Business Annals, New York, 1926, p. 94.
1. H. H. Kimball, "Volcanic Eruptions and Solar Radiation Intensities," Monthly Weather Review, August, 1918, p. 356.
2. No Harvard curves are available till January, 1903, but the fact
here referredto has been taken from the behavior of the Persons stock
prices curve.
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down until the last quarter of 1903, recovering sharply,
especially in the second half of 1904. It is therefore obvious
that the meteorological curve preceded the Harvard A curve,
but the shape of the two is very different. Altho logically it
could not be expected that the A curve would recover as
sharply as the physical curve, the evidence is inconclusive.
In the 1913 panic there appears to be a similar lag -the
meteorologic curve falls sharply in June, 1912, while the
Harvard A curve begins its dive in the last quarter of the
same year. The meteorologic curve recovered quickly as in
the previous case, and at the end of 1917 it was back to
normal. But the Harvard A curve, after touching bottom at
the end of 1913, remained below normal until the stock market
closed in July, 1914, on account of the Great War. The confusion of this event, therefore, plays a large part in the value
of our comparison. The cases of the Krakatoa (1884-85) and
the Bogoslov (1890-91) eruptions were not analyzed because
they fell in periods in which the depression was expected in
any event because of the position of the solar curve.
Perhaps a detailed analysis of the economic features of the
"rich man's panic" as compared with a clear case of a depression seemingly associated with the solar cycle (1921 or 1932,
for example) will solve the question as to whether or not there
is a structural difference between both types of business
recessions, as some continental economists maintain' and as
the solar hypothesis seems to require.
It is worth while to note also that similar occurrences in the
past, such as the striking case of the "year without summer"
cited above, could be offered as an explanation of the fact noted by Jevons - that in economic history there are cases
of panics which "will not fall into the decennial series."4
Jevons stated that this was not inconsistent with his theory,
because he admitted the possibility, which no one can deny,
of political or other causes as a source of financial panics.
Humphreys has demonstrated that by adding the fluctuations in the pyrheliometric curve (which portrays volcanic
3. See M. Bouniatian, Les crises industrielles, Paris, 1922, p. 44.
4. Investigations ... , loc. cit., p. 233.
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disturbances) to the sunspot cycle, a curve can be made
which correlates well with the changes of the mean world
temperature deviations.5 This raises the question again
whether the correlations obtained with business curves are
only a consequence of a connection through temperature,
and whether the "missing link" (tho it cannot be through
weather and crops) might be of some indirect kind, perhaps
analogous to the suggestion of Huntington concerning health.
The point was investigated and the following facts were
disclosed:
(1) In temperature fluctuations for the whole world, the
volcanic dust factor is the most important one. The small
deviations above normal seem to be related to periods of sunspot minima, but all the sharp drops in temperature are
clearly related to volcanic eruptions. This is even more clear
in the curve of the temperature in the Eastern United States
which shows for the period 1880-1913 only the four drops
corresponding to the four big eruptions detailed above.' On
the contrary, in the business curve, as we have seen, the solar
cycle is the main factor, and the volcanic dust disturbance a
secondary one.
(2) Graphic correlations showed that the connection
between temperature and business curves was very small in
comparison with the high correlation obtained between solar
and economic curves. Progressive smoothing made the correlations grow smaller and disappear instead of making them
increase as was the case in the solar-business comparisons,
thus showing that the main cyclical factors were different in
both curves, which agrees with the findings of the preceding
paragraph.
(3) The solar factor in the world temperature curve is the
curve of the total amount of sunspots, while in the business
curve it seems to be the increase or decrease of sunspots, as
shown in previous pages.
Therefore, in the light of these results, the suggestion of an
5. Humphreys, op. cit., p. 590.
6. Idem, p. 312.
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indirect connection was discarded and the investigation
pushed forward following the hypothesis of a direct one.
In working out this hypothesis, the comparison of business
fluctuations of less than a year with similar series of solar
phenomena seemed to be logically the next step.
For the period since 1920 there is available a good index of
solar radiation based on records kept by the Smithsonian
Institution's Observatories, which are located in different
parts of the world7 in order to obtain a true average. The
Smithsonian Institution also has published since 1920 mean
values of the "preferred solar-constant." These values are
given in calories per square centimeter per minute, the normal
value being around 1.940 calories but fluctuating continuously. Dr. Abbot believes that the variation of monthly mean
values of the radiation of the sun is really a combination of a
small number of regular periodicities, as shown in a chart in
which the solar-radiation curve is reproduced by seven
curves (not sine curves) of 68, 45,25,21,11, 8 and 623 months.
In accord with this hypothesis he has been issuing forecasts
of the solar variations two years in advance, which he hopes
will be useful some day for weather forecasting.
To eliminate the influence of seasonal variation,9 it appeared to be the best procedure to construct a 12-month
moving average of the "preferred-solar-constant" for the
period 1920-32.1 When plotted as deviations from the normal
value, the curve showed plainly not only the 11-year type of
fluctuation but also a clear and predominant fluctuation,
with waves inside of it forming three well-defined cycles with
lengths of 46, 33 and 47 months respectively. When compared with one of the best known indexes of business activity in the United States - that of Col. L. P. Ayres - the
same mathematical procedure was followed (12-month mov7. In Arizona, South Africa and Northern Chile.
8. See the last one, "Forecast of Solar Variation," by C. G. Abbot,
Washington, 1933 (Smithsonian Misc Collections, vol. 89, No 5).
9. Annals of the Astrophysical Observatory of the Smithsonian
Institution, vol. v. C. G. Abbot and others, Washington, 1932, p. 252.
1. Data for the same, Annals .. ., p. 278; data for 1931-33 obtained
by courtesy of Dr. Abbot.
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ing average) in order to make the comparison possible. The
result was strikingly high inverse correlation. A correlation
was expected in the main feature (i.e. in the 11-year fluctuation), but the agreement of the three small cycles with
similar ones in the business curve was unexpected.The result
can be seen in Chart X, in which the solar-radiation curve is
plotted upside down to help visualize the inverse correlation.
A coefficient of correlation, if calculated, will show a high
value, but it was not calculated because, according to Dr.
Abbot,2 the solar values prior to 1926 are not strictly comparable, nor so good as those taken after that date with
better apparatus and stations more advantageously located.
For this reason, the different shape of the first solar-radiation
cycle (1921-24) as compared with the following cycles perhaps should not be considered as a real variation of the
amplitude of the waves.
Another comparison between business and solar data was
made employing an index computed since August, 1924, by
the Mount Wilson Observatory. This is an index of a part
of the solar spectrum, the ultraviolet rays, which, it will be
remembered, vary within a much wider range than the total
solar radiation curve. This index was reduced to a 12-month
moving average to make it comparable with the rest of the
chart.3 Altho the period is so short that nothing statistical
can be deduced, the existence of a direct correlation with
the business curve is apparent.
Let us now take up, therefore, the concluding portion of our
investigation in its present stage and note what light it
throws upon the relation between human psychology and
the business cycle. The psychological theory of the cycle,
2. Idem, p. 255.
3. The monthly data were taken from the "Bulletin for Character
Figures of Solar Phenomena,"of the InternationalAstronomicalUnion.
The necessity of the 12-month moving average was confirmedby the
existence of a clear seasonal variation, because when the original data
were arranged as percentages of the 12-month moving average values
and the monthly averages for the whole period were taken, it showed a
clear type of seasonal fluctuation with a minimum of 94.2 in August,
against a maximum of 107.2 in January. The existence of this fluctuation was suggested to us by Dr. Abbot.
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as we have seen above, explained it by the appearance of
alternating waves of optimism and pessimism, which, coming
one after the other, operate to determine the turning points
in business conditions. It is precisely this transition from
optimism to pessimism which in the speculative community is
referred to as "the passing from a bull to a bear psychology."
The last depression affords an almost perfect example of a
condition described in these terms. The movement of stock
prices during the past few years can be said to represent one
of the best indices we have of the state of public psychology,
and of the dating of its turning points. Prior to 1925, the
number of persons speculating in the stock market was comparatively few, if the number of shares traded can be taken
as a fair criterion. The daily volume of business on the stock
exchange very seldom rose substantially above a million
shares, and a large part of these transactions were made by
professionals, who are popularly supposed to be on their
guard against falling in line with mob psychology. After the
end of 1924, the increase in the number of stockholders and
in the volume of transactions on the New York Stock Exchange was prodigious, the latter increasing from around
200,000,000 shares a year in 1925 to over one billion shares in
1929,4 during which year it reached the staggering total of
16,000,000 shares in a single day. It is common knowledge
that people from all walks of life and every station of society
participated in what is now generally agreed was - considering the number of persons and transactions involved - the
greatest speculative mania of modern times.
The bursting of this speculative bubble at the end of 1929
affords an excellent opportunity for something analogous to
an experiment on the correlation of turning points in solar
and speculative activity. Stock prices had experienced an
extraordinary rise from a level of around 100 in 1924 to
approximately 320 in the first half of 1929, according to the
4. For the details of the number of stockholders and the volume of
transactions then made, the reader is referredto the forthcomingstudy
of Stock Markets by the Twentieth Century Fund, of which a summary, entitled Stock Market Control, is already in print.
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Dow-Jones average of 30 industrial stocks. The possibility
of a serious break in stock prices was repeatedly broached by
financial commentators and by the Federal Reserve Board.
Notwithstanding these facts, however, after a vacillation of
six months the market began a new rise, and in June, July and
August of 1929 the Dow-Jones index added 60 points, increasing to a level of 380 in the early part of September. Then suddenly, and with increasing momentum, speculators, seized
with panic, proceeded to dump their holdings. How the
whole structure went to pieces in two months is sufficiently
well known. We may stress the point here, however, that the
piling up of a new layer of optimism upon the top of a prolonged rise of stock prices, notwithstanding all the warnings,
and the sudden change from unbounded optimism to frantic
pessimism are extremely difficult to explain on "rational"
grounds.
With this in mind, we compared monthly data of speculation in 1929 with variations in solar phenomena for the
same year. Based on the results of the preceding pages the
monthly measurements of the " solar constant " seem the best
solar data with which to begin. For an index of American
speculative sentiment, we chose Professor W. L. Crum's index
of industrial stock prices, known as "Barron's Averages, " because they "are constructed to portray the speculative movement of stock prices rather than the trend of investment
prices."' The Barron's Averages were converted to monthly
figures to make them comparable with the "solar constant
preferred values" because the latter cannot be reduced to a
weekly basis. The two curves are shown in Chart XI. The
solar-constant values are inverted in accordance with the
general inverse correlation which preceding pages revealed
to be the case. A glance at the chart will show a striking
similarity in the date of the turning points. Furthermore,
contrary to expectations, the behavior of the two curves during the wholeyear is similar. The solar constant, after remaining on a level far above normal value during the first half of
5. "The Dow-Jones Averages and the Barron'sAverages," published
by Barron's, New York, 1932, p. 116.
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the year, reached a value farthest away from normal, and
then came sharply back to normal in November and December. This sharp three-month movement, amounting to 0.013
calories per square centimeter, is the greatest three-month
movement that the solar-constant values have had since
1926.6

When a coefficient of correlation for the two curves was
calculated, it yielded a value of -.886, a very high value
when it is considered that - 1.00 would mean perfect inverse
correlation.
Because of the fact that the London Stock Market in 1929
made its turning point at the same time as the New York
Market, the monthly values of an index of London common
stock prices (the "Banker's Magazine" Index) were compared with the solar curve, and the result was an even higher
correlation, notwithstanding the fact that the London prices
are supposed to portray investment movements more than
speculative activity. These data are also shown in Chart XI.
The coefficients of correlation between the three curves are
as follows:
London and New York stock prices
...
Solar radiation and New York stock prices
Solar radiation and London stock prices... ..........

+.919?.029
-.886 -4.042
--.909-.034

Looking for the reasons for the sharp movement in the solar
constant values in September and December, 1929, we found
that there was actually an upheaval in the sun, according to
all the records available. The mean daily areas, computed
by the Greenwich Observatory for periods of 27 days (in
order to cover a whole solar rotation),7 give the fewest number
of spots in 1929 in the solar rotation No. 1016, between
August 28 and September 24, with a mean daily area of spots
of 273 millionths of the sun's hemisphere; and in the following
rotations the solar spots increased tenfold, reaching the maxi6. The comparisoncannot be made from periodsfurtherback because
the previous values are not strictly comparable in amplitude, as has
already been explained.
7. Taken from Monthly Notices of the Royal AstronomicalSociety,
vol. xc, p. 303.
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mum figure of 3082 millionths of the solar hemispherein
rotation No. 1019, betweenNovember 18 and December 15.
A similar action is apparent in the records of the solar
faculae. From the figuresof the InternationalAstronomical
Union, which has detailed daily recordsfor studies of solarterrestrialrelationshipsof the spots in the centralzone of the
sun, we find that in this zone (which is just in front of the
earth) there were very few spots during September, 1929,
there beingsome days whenno spots at all were recorded. In
the followingmonth,this zonewas coveredwith spots. Thus,
the differencebetweenthe Septembermean figureand that of
Decemberwasthe greatestthree-monthchangein spottedness
recordedin the central zone since 1917,8 when the measurements werebegun. These spots werebig enoughto be visible
to the naked eye, and various contemporarypublications
8. Bulletin for Character Figures of Solar Phenomena, Zurich. See
October-December,1929, and previous numbers.
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gave an account of the phenomenon.9We have emphasized
this change in the spottedness,having in mind the quotation
of Bauer cited earlier in this paper,to the effect that this is
the most importantfrom a terrestrialpoint of view.
Let us now direct attention to the oppositeside of the picture, and considerthe turning point from depressionto the
beginningof a rise in its relationto the curveof solaractivity.
In particular,let us considerthe questionwhy the revival in
stock priceswhich took place in the first quarterof 1932 did
not continue,but insteadwas followedby a sharpdropwhich
did not reverseitself until July of that year. Solar-constant
values exactly comparableto those we have used for 1929are
not availablebecausethe observationsof the ChileanStation,
the most importantone of the SmithsonianInstitution, were
discontinuedin April, 1932, on accountof the eruptionin the
Andes. But the sunspotrecordsshow clearlya phenomenon,
the inverseof that of 1929. The Greenwichmeasurementsof
sunspot areas show that the higher values of 1932 were
reachedin the rotationsNo. 1052and 1053,fromMay 6 until
July 27, with 367 and 363 millionthsof the sun's visible disc
coveredwith spots. Then the solar surfacebecame cleared,
and three rotationslater the averagewent down to only 15
millionthsof the sun's disc (rotationNo. 1057,fromSeptember 19 until October 16).
The same thing can be said about the Greenwichfiguresof
area of solarfaculae.
This fact is even clearerin the Relative SunspotsNumbers
for the central circle zone, of whichmonthly data are available, and they have the advantageof representingnot all the
solar surfacebut only the centralzone that affectsthe earth
most.' This index can be seen in ChartXII.
It is knownthat the lowest pricesfor commonstocksin the
New York and LondonStock Exchangeswerereachedin the
9. "Naked-eye Sunspot" in Nature, December 28, 1929, p. 998'
Also December 7, 1929, p. 888. A picture of the sun in November,
1929, can be seen in The Monthly Evening Sky Map, Brooklyn, February, 1930, p. 2.
1. Bulletin for Character Figures...,
Nos. of 1932 and 1933,
Zurich.
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first half of July, 1932, as can be seen from Chart XII, in

which New York stock prices are pictured by the "DowJones" averageof industrialstocks, and the London prices
by the Bankers' Magazine Index. The graph shows the curi-

ous fact that the recessionin the last quarterof 1932is also
visible in the solar curve. And it is interesting to note that
the solar curve, as shown on Chart XII, makes a second low
Jn February, 1933, turning up again in the following months.
Altho this is a fact, too much should not be expected of comparisons for the year 1933 because, except for clear solar
changes which are sudden and which can be associated with
the turning points, it is too much to hope for an exact monthto-month correlation. In the years in which the speculative
curves moved steadily up or down, such as in 1930-31 and
2. We could not use the same index as in the previous chart because
it has been discontinued. The index used was taken from The Dow-

Jones Daily Averages, New York, 1934.
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previous to 1929, no clear month-to-month relation has been
found between solar and speculative short swings, except for
the seasonal movements of the speculative curve in the down
swing, which perhaps can be associated with the similar
seasonal variations of the solar-terrestrial physical curves
such as magnetic activity and aurora borealis.
By way of conclusion, we wish to repeat that the results of this paper are not supposed to be in any sense final.
The results are so striking, however, that it is thought desirable to publish them in their present preliminary stage in the
hope that other investigators may be encouraged to do
further work along the same lines and contribute suggestions
and criticisms. In particular, it should be noted that the
aspect of this subject which requires the most careful attention is that which concerns the direct effect of various manifestations of solar activity upon the psychological attitudes
of human beings. The value of the high correlations obtained
depends upon the proof of the validity of a direct causal relation between solar and human activity.
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